F I N E S T

Margarita &
Cocktail Mixes
Mayson Foods creates premium margarita and
cocktail mixes with only the finest ingredients.
Delivering outstanding quality and a superior
taste for over 40 years, Mayson Foods continues
to set the standard for the bar mix industry while
maintaining competitive pricing.

History
Mayson Food Products, Inc., a Georgia
corporation, was founded in 1971 by
Max Mayson. He developed and
meticulously perfected formula after formula in the plant’s
laboratory, creating a full line of superb margarita and
cocktail mixes. Max Mayson’s dedication to a superior-quality
product continues today,

with Mayson’s Finest mixes
pleasing customers
across the nation.

General drink
information Specially formulated

Margaritas

to keep their great taste from start

concentrated mixes for margaritas

to finish, Mayson’s margarita and

and one that is Ready to Use (R/U).

cocktail mixes contain only the

Mayson’s concentrated mixes include

highest quality ingredients and 100%

Frozen Margarita mix (11110), On the

all natural flavors.

Rocks Margarita mix (11120), and Sweet

Yield
Mayson’s concentrated mixes are
designed to provide a high yield,
saving you money and space. Each
case of concentrated margarita mix

Mayson’s has crafted three

& Sour mix (11170), while the ready to
use item is On the Rocks Margarita
mix – R/U (11140). Each is specifically
formulated to maximize the delight of
your customers’ taste buds.

(4 gallons) will make more than 500

Daiquiris

drinks, and the case takes up only 12

Mayson’s line of concentrated fruit

cubic inches of shelf space. Compared

mixes for daiquiris and fruit-based

to non-concentrated mixes, Mayson’s

margaritas includes the flavors of

provides more than 2.5 times the

Strawberry (11130), Peach (11150),

number of drinks while taking up only

Raspberry (20010), Mango (20020),

a small portion of storage room.

Watermelon (20030), and Banana

More important, cost per drink for
a Mayson’s premium margarita is less
than 12¢, allowing you to please both
your bottom line and your customers’
taste buds at the same time. The great
taste of a Mayson’s drink will lead to
increased sales volume and profit.

(20050). These mixes are made with
real crushed fruit and fruit juices,
and 100% natural fruit flavors. They
are also concentrated for high yield
– one ounce flavors an entire drink.
For your convenience, Mayson’s also
produces a piña colada mix (11160).

Available nationwide, Mayson’s Finest mixes are a line of products
that truly sell themselves. Just one delicious taste and your customers
will be asking for more.

• Superior taste
• Premium ingredients
• All natural flavors
• Extended shelf life
• Over forty years of experience

• High yield per case (concentrated mixes)
• Triple sec flavoring already added (margaritas)
• Can also be mixed with wine (margaritas)
• Can be stored at room temperature
• Six-month unconditional guarantee

Product Difference

offer the best to your customers
Mayson’s uses only high quality, delicious ingredients. Your customers will
taste the difference. Sell more margaritas each night with Mayson’s.

Mayson’s

Competition
(non-concentrate)

Drink Price
Cost of Mix
Cost of Liquor*

Valor de la Bebida
1 oz =

3 oz =

Precio del Mix

1.5 oz = $0.41

1.5 oz = $0.41

Precio del Licor*

Gross Profit

Ganancia Neta
*Cost of liquor based on 1 Liter bottle at $13.99

Simplemente Delicioso

Mayson Food Products, Inc.
1200 Alpha Dr., Alpharetta, GA 30004
P: 770-667-7621 F: 770-667-7620, info@maysons.com

maysons.com

